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DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Abyss Breeze_B00M_MAWDS.wav Airy, futuristic woosh with gun shot type resonance.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Casper_B00M_MAWDS.wav Dynamic, electronic drive by with digital reverb.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Cursed Gust_B00M_MAWDS.wav Laser type slicing sound with flanging resonant coughing.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Evil East_B00M_MAWDS.wav Dense, harmonically complex synth hits with slow attack and slow release.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Imposter_B00M_MAWDS.wav Electronic woosh of digital wind with long tail and digital artifacts.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Incantation Whizz_B00M_MAWDS.wav Dense, dark cloud of robotic reverberated release.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Little Nightmares_B00M_MAWDS.wav Dynamic woosh with ramping dynamics and digital tail.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Malfoy_B00M_MAWDS.wav Sharp, clean transition effect with glitchy artifacts and noisey tail.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Unholy_B00M_MAWDS.wav Dense, mechanical, complex woosh with high-tech digital parts.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH DARK-Void Seeker_B00M_MAWDS.wav Airy incoming with slightly futuristic elements and long and soft tail.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Charmed_B00M_MAWDS.wav High frequency, metallic woosh with needly, inharmonic resonance.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Esoterico_B00M_MAWDS.wav Electronic, HUD sounding woosh with chorus and flanging.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Fairy Dust_B00M_MAWDS.wav Alien, futuristic woosh with high pitch sparkles and mid range punch.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Healing Grace_B00M_MAWDS.wav High pitched, airy woosh sound with sparkly resonance.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Irari_B00M_MAWDS.wav Fast, digital impact sound with ramping attack and sparkly fragmented tail.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Light Lance_B00M_MAWDS.wav Electromagnetic woosh with digitial glitch artifacts.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Mystisweep_B00M_MAWDS.wav Sci-fi woosh with tremolating, phasey synth sounds and pulsating tail.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Serenity_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse needle effect followed by digital impact sound.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Sprite_B00M_MAWDS.wav Stereo-phased electronic woosh with glitchy, evolving timbre.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH LIGHT-Twilight_B00M_MAWDS.wav Convolved, high-pass filtered woosh with distant reverb tail.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Anticipate_B00M_MAWDS.wav Time-stretched, spectral woosh with phase cancellation .
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Arcane Gust_B00M_MAWDS.wav Gun shot type impact with flanging, reverberated tail.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Boomerang_B00M_MAWDS.wav Electronically enhanced woosh with digital convolution.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Bright Bolt_B00M_MAWDS.wav High pitched woosh with granular artifacts and metallic impulses.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Consumed_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse electronic noise with quick release and spectral shaping.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Fast Pass_B00M_MAWDS.wav Spectral woosh with granular pitch shifting and phasey resonance.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Focused Force_B00M_MAWDS.wav Crunch, explosive transition with convolution and air.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Obsidian Sway_B00M_MAWDS.wav Vocoder-processed woosh with formant filtering and alien qualities.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Phantom Seeker_B00M_MAWDS.wav White noise transition with digital, artificial modulating tail.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Snitch_B00M_MAWDS.wav High pitch, tremolated HUD type woosh with spectral shaping.
DSGNWhsh_WHOOSH NEUTRAL-Tranquil Zephyr_B00M_MAWDS.wav Spectral synthesis type transitional sound with digital impulse response.
MAGEvil_BED DARK-Energy Extraction_B00M_MAWDS.wav Sustained, digital turbulence with granular clouds.
MAGEvil_BED DARK-Sinister Aura_B00M_MAWDS.wav Constant, evolving, digital pad with inharmonic resonance and spectral morphing.
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MAGEvil_BED DARK-Sleepwalk_B00M_MAWDS.wav Dark, time-stretched, granular cloud with metallic, high end resonance.
MAGEvil_BED DARK-Soul Searching_B00M_MAWDS.wav Pitch-modulated, vocal cloud with ominous digital wind.
MAGEvil_BED DARK-Templar_B00M_MAWDS.wav Dark noise bed with human voice attributes and time-stretched resonance.
MAGMisc_BED NEUTRAL-Elemental Bliss_B00M_MAWDS.wav Time-stretched bell type sounds with celestial ringing and spectral morphing.
MAGMisc_BED NEUTRAL-Enchanted Realm_B00M_MAWDS.wav Granular evolving texture with sustained bell sound and tearing noise.
MAGMisc_BED NEUTRAL-Fujin_B00M_MAWDS.wav Evolving electronic wind with turbulent filter sweeps and shifting timbre .
MAGMisc_BED NEUTRAL-Regrowth_B00M_MAWDS.wav Sustained, inharmonic, time-stretched pad with metallic convolution.
MAGMisc_BED NEUTRAL-Sphere_B00M_MAWDS.wav Futuristic, swimming, shifting noise texture with spectral air.
MAGMisc_IMPACT DARK-Curse_B00M_MAWDS.wav Hard, crunchy impact with airy resonance and ramping attacak.
MAGMisc_IMPACT DARK-Demonic Dart_B00M_MAWDS.wav Dark, seismic, impact with distorted stomp and laser tail.
MAGMisc_IMPACT DARK-Shadow Veil_B00M_MAWDS.wav High-tech, layered impact, with spectral morphing.
MAGMisc_IMPACT DARK-Upside Down_B00M_MAWDS.wav Very short intro whoosh leading into crackling impact with crumbling and airy movements.
MAGMisc_IMPACT LIGHT -Enchanto_B00M_MAWDS.wav A complex, earthy stomp with high frequency, sci-fi convolutions.
MAGMisc_IMPACT LIGHT -Equinova_B00M_MAWDS.wav Glistening chimes with weapon impact and airy reverb.
MAGMisc_IMPACT LIGHT -Harmonic Light_B00M_MAWDS.wav High-pass filtered granular impact with phasey, crystalline high end.
MAGMisc_IMPACT LIGHT -Lumina_B00M_MAWDS.wav Sci-fi, glassy shatter effect with ramping laser attack.
MAGMisc_IMPACT NEUTRAL-Celeris_B00M_MAWDS.wav Cybernetic impact sound with laser attack and spectral smoothing.
MAGMisc_IMPACT NEUTRAL-Fluid Chaos_B00M_MAWDS.wav Crunchy, convolved, stomp impact with resonating tail.
MAGMisc_IMPACT NEUTRAL-Hidden Path_B00M_MAWDS.wav Spectral synth impact with metallic excitation and quick release.
MAGMisc_IMPACT NEUTRAL-Sand Slash_B00M_MAWDS.wav Layered, distorted, organic impact with high end release.
MAGPoof_POOF DARK-Atantaru_B00M_MAWDS.wav Futuristic, sc-fi punch with breathy, modulated, vocal tail.
MAGPoof_POOF DARK-Cursed Thunder_B00M_MAWDS.wav Crunchy, complex,, stomp like impact with forment filtered noise tail.
MAGPoof_POOF DARK-Demonic Wrap_B00M_MAWDS.wav Explosive, layered impacts with airy, quick release.
MAGPoof_POOF DARK-Diabolite_B00M_MAWDS.wav Guttural punch of organic impact with gun shot like reverb.
MAGPoof_POOF DARK-Soulshatter_B00M_MAWDS.wav Gun shot type impact with ramping digital noise.
MAGPoof_POOF LIGHT-Angelic Flair_B00M_MAWDS.wav Spectral impact with crystalline, tinkling resonance.
MAGPoof_POOF LIGHT-Aurora Resurgence_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse impact sound convolved with granular chime cloud.
MAGPoof_POOF LIGHT-Ether Snap_B00M_MAWDS.wav Fast, ethereal, granular impact with high end, pitched metallics.
MAGPoof_POOF LIGHT-Etherial Draw_B00M_MAWDS.wav Digital impact with spectral noise tail.
MAGPoof_POOF LIGHT-Perls Touch_B00M_MAWDS.wav Resonant granular hit with ramping liquid attack and sparkly tail.
MAGPoof_POOF NEUTRAL-Evaporate_B00M_MAWDS.wav Convolved, alien type impact sound with layered stomp.
MAGPoof_POOF NEUTRAL-Fairy Powder_B00M_MAWDS.wav Complex, layered, digital impact with shimmering resonance.
MAGPoof_POOF NEUTRAL-Houdini_B00M_MAWDS.wav Layered, hard organic impact with geological release.
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MAGPoof_POOF NEUTRAL-Pulse Breaker_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse laser transient hit with phased impact and convolution.
MAGPoof_POOF NEUTRAL-Purista_B00M_MAWDS.wav Airy, mechanical impact with sci-fi release.
MAGShim_BED LIGHT-Ancient Angel_B00M_MAWDS.wav Ethereal sound scape of tinkling, crystal sounds.
MAGShim_BED LIGHT-Mayflies_B00M_MAWDS.wav Granular cloud of chimes with pitch modulation and spectral warping.
MAGShim_BED LIGHT-Mystic Breeze_B00M_MAWDS.wav Resonant texture cloud with immersive stereo field and sustained resonance.
MAGShim_BED LIGHT-Tinkerbell_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse glassy texture with time-stretched, in harmonic resonance.
MAGShim_BED LIGHT-Wind Of Change_B00M_MAWDS.wav Turbulent, electronic wind with granular pitch-shifting.
MAGSpel_CAST DARK-Curse_B00M_MAWDS.wav Explosive, Hi-tech, sci-fi impact with layered hits.
MAGSpel_CAST DARK-Demonic Dart_B00M_MAWDS.wav Granular, turbulent noise with hard, seismic impacts.
MAGSpel_CAST DARK-Shadow Veil_B00M_MAWDS.wav Spectral morphing texture with electronically enhanced organic impacts.
MAGSpel_CAST DARK-Upside Down_B00M_MAWDS.wav Soft whoosh transitioning into spherical, airy movement. Ends with subtle, hollow whoosh.
MAGSpel_CAST LIGHT-Enchanto_B00M_MAWDS.wav Granular, airy cloud with hard, punchy transient burst.
MAGSpel_CAST LIGHT-Equinova_B00M_MAWDS.wav Hard, sparkly, laser-like transient with reverberated tail.
MAGSpel_CAST LIGHT-Harmonic Light_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse laser sounds with spectral convolution .
MAGSpel_CAST LIGHT-Lumina_B00M_MAWDS.wav Sparkling, spectral-morphing sounds with inharmonic resonance.
MAGSpel_CAST NEUTRAL-Celeris_B00M_MAWDS.wav Shimmering, rising digital effects with hard impact transient.
MAGSpel_CAST NEUTRAL-Fluid Chaos_B00M_MAWDS.wav Turbulent, swimming, flanging noise with explosive reverberations.
MAGSpel_CAST NEUTRAL-Hidden Path_B00M_MAWDS.wav Warbling, digital wind with reverse layered hit.
MAGSpel_CAST NEUTRAL-Sand Slash_B00M_MAWDS.wav Airy, granular, organic impacts with harsh, high frequency noise.
MAGSpel_SWIRL DARK-Dementor_B00M_MAWDS.wav Cybernetic, turbulent wind with slow attack and fast release.
MAGSpel_SWIRL DARK-Mystic Ripple_B00M_MAWDS.wav Surreal, alien, granular noise cloud with chorus-like resonance.
MAGSpel_SWIRL DARK-Phantom Vortex_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse spectral synthesis with phase modulations.
MAGSpel_SWIRL DARK-Silent Shards_B00M_MAWDS.wav Fast, digital transition sound with quick rise and slow release.
MAGSpel_SWIRL DARK-Soul Summon_B00M_MAWDS.wav Fast, noisy whoosh with sizzling and moving elements in tail.
MAGSpel_SWIRL LIGHT-Ancestral Light_B00M_MAWDS.wav Tremolating, high frequency, inharmonic shimmering texture with slow attack.
MAGSpel_SWIRL LIGHT-Fairies Fly_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse laser sounds with slow release convolution.
MAGSpel_SWIRL LIGHT-Serene Arcana_B00M_MAWDS.wav High frequency noise with surreal resonance and pitch modulation.
MAGSpel_SWIRL LIGHT-Star Breeze_B00M_MAWDS.wav Granular cloud of high frequency, airy waves and metallic overtones.
MAGSpel_SWIRL LIGHT-Super Snitch_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse, Hi-tech, impact sounds with complex layering.
MAGSpel_SWIRL NEUTRAL-Fluid Earth_B00M_MAWDS.wav Crunchy, vocoded, splattery impacts with fast decay.
MAGSpel_SWIRL NEUTRAL-Whirlwind_B00M_MAWDS.wav Granular cloud of woosh sounds with fast chorus modulation.
MAGSpel_SWIRL NEUTRAL-Wind Walker_B00M_MAWDS.wav Reverse, inharmonic, spectral sounds with intense impact.
MAGSpel_SWIRL NEUTRAL-Wizard Whizz_B00M_MAWDS.wav Futuristic, HUD type transitional sound with airy resonance.
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MAGSpel_SWIRL NEUTRAL-Woken_B00M_MAWDS.wav Spectral morphing texture with reverse layered impacts.
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